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Meet Callie Penrose. Is she Heaven’s Devil, or Hell’s Angel?Callie is a middle-class, Midwest
American girl. And a wizard in training. She works for Roland, a member of the Vatican
Shepherds – an elite group of twelve warrior priests who travel the world smiting whatever
offends them or their Good Lord.One problem. Callie isn’t a huge fan of churches. Not even a
minor fan, really.She trains with Roland only to learn how to use those strange magical powers
inside her. And because Roland had once saved her and her friend from monsters in a dark
alley.But when a Heavenly spear enters an auction in Kansas City and Roland is gravely
wounded, Callie finds herself forced to step up as an interim Shepherd, and her first night on the
job puts her in a bidding war against the infamous Nate Temple—the billionaire wizard from St.
Louis. And when demons, shifter bears, vampires, and Nephilim attack the auction for the spear,
Nate and Callie are forced to join teams, and one-time foes become hesitant allies.Callie must
learn where she stands as a wizard. Will she hide behind a man, or light Kansas City afire with a
name of her own? And will she finally come to appreciate God? Or will the demons and
monsters in the shadows take her for themselves?Because Callie soon learns she isn’t just a
wizard, and it was never just about the spear. Monsters have evidently been hunting Callie her
entire life, and now, they’ve finally found her…If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve
McHugh, Michael Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you
won't be able to put down the highly addictive Feathers and Fire Series, or anything else in the
Temple Verse.“Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite Urban
Fantasy Authors. In that order.” — Michael Anderle, Ebook Tops Top 25 Bestselling AuthorMore
than 1m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star reviews. Available in digital, print, and
audiobook formats.What Ebook Tops readers are saying:★★★★★ ‘His foul-mouthed unicorn
murders rainbows!’★★★★★ ‘Move over Dresden!’★★★★★ ‘The Temple Verse HAS to be picked
up by Netflix soon.’★★★★★ ‘Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty napkin and make it an
international bestseller.’★★★★★ ‘I went from crying my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably,
repeatedly.’★★★★★ ‘It’s like the characters walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and
bought me a drink.’★★★★★ ‘I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh and
exciting.’★★★★★ ‘I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has proven me wrong. Every
time.’★★★★★ ‘Best books I’ve read in thirty years.’★★★★★ ‘His intense actions scenes let you
see the fangs and claws, hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.’★★★★★
‘Everything you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies and gods is
flat wrong.’★★★★★ ‘Publishers who didn’t snap up this series are missing out on a gold
mine.’Silvers has pleasured over one million readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn
for a little pleasuring...★★ SILVERS WAS A DRAGON AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST FANTASY
NOVEL OF THE YEAR IN BOTH 2017 AND 2018. FIND OUT WHY... ★★



UnchainedFeathers and Fire Book 1Shayne SilversThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters,
businesses, places, events, and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or
used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events
is purely coincidental.Shayne SilversUnchainedFeathers and Fire Book 1A TempleVerse
Series© 2017, Shayne Silvers / Argento Publishing, LLCinfo@shaynesilvers.comALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. This book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright
Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this
book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without
express written permission from the author / publisher.HEAVEN’S DEVIL OR HELL’S ANGEL?
Callie Penrose is a middle-class, Midwest American girl. And a wizard in training. She works for
Roland, a member of the Vatican Shepherds – an elite group of twelve warrior priests who travel
the world smiting whatever offends them or their Good Lord.One problem. Callie isn’t a huge fan
of churches… Not even a minor fan, really.She trains with Roland only to learn how to use those
strange magical powers inside her. And because Roland had once saved her and her friend
from monsters in a dark alley.But when a Heavenly spear enters an auction in Kansas City, and
Roland is gravely wounded, Callie finds herself forced to step up as an interim Shepherd, and
her first night on the job puts her in a bidding war against the infamous Nate Temple – the
billionaire wizard from St. Louis. And when demons, shifter bears, vampires, and Nephilim attack
the auction for the spear, Nate and Callie are forced to join teams, and one-time foes become
hesitant allies.Callie must learn where she stands as a wizard. Will she hide behind a man, or
light Kansas City afire with a name of her own? And will she finally come to appreciate God? Or
will the demons and monsters in the shadows take her for themselves?Because Callie soon
learns she isn’t just a wizard, and it was never just about the spear. Monsters have evidently
been hunting Callie her entire life, and now, they’ve finally found her…DON’T FORGET!VIP’s get
early access to all sorts of book goodies, including signed copies, private giveaways, and
advance notice of future projects. AND A FREE NOVELLA! Click the image or join here:
www.shaynesilvers.com/l/219800FOLLOW and LIKE:I try my best to respond to all messages,
so don’t hesitate to drop me a line. Not interacting with readers is the biggest travesty that most
authors can make. Let me fix that.DedicationTo that person in front of me at the coffee shop who
didn’t pay for my drink…this book is dedicated to someone else.And to anyone who thinks I
didn’t deserve that drink, I once won a race against a billion other competitors. It was do or die. If
you’re reading this, you probably deserve a coffee, too.And a laugh.Enjoy my words. This book is
for you, because you’re a winner.I’m not buying you a coffee, though.-ShayneEpigraph“There is
a significant difference between saying forgive me, father, for I have sinned, and sorry, daddy,
I’ve been naughty.” —  Callie Penrose1The rain pelted my hair, plastering loose strands of it to
my forehead as I panted, eyes darting from tree to tree, terrified of each shifting branch, splash
of water, and whistle of wind slipping through the nightscape around us. But… I was somewhat
excited, too.Somewhat.“Easy, girl. All will be well,” the big man creeping just ahead of me,



murmured.“You said we were going to get ice cream!” I hissed at him, failing to compose myself,
but careful to keep my voice low and my eyes alert. “I’m not ready for this!” I had been trained to
fight, with my hands, with weapons, and with my magic. But I had never taken an active role in a
hunt before. I’d always been the getaway driver for my mentor.The man grunted, grey eyes
scanning the trees as he slipped through the tall grass. “And did we not get ice cream before
coming here? Because I think I see some in your hair.”“You know what I mean, Roland. You
tricked me.” I checked the tips of my loose hair, saw nothing, and scowled at his back.“The Lord
does not give us a greater burden than we can shoulder.”I muttered dark things under my breath,
wiping the water from my eyes. Again. My new shirt was going to be ruined. Silk never fared well
in the rain. My choice of shoes wasn’t much better. Boots, yes, but distressed, fashionable boots.
Not work boots designed for the rain and mud. Definitely not monster hunting boots for our
evening excursion through one of Kansas City’s wooded parks. I realized I was forcibly
distracting myself, keeping my mind busy with mundane thoughts to avoid my very real anxiety.
Because whenever I grew nervous, an imagined nightmare always—A church looming before
me. Rain pouring down. Night sky and a glowing moon overhead. I was all alone. Crying on the
cold, stone steps, an infant in a cardboard box—I forced the nightmare away, breathing heavily.
“You know I hate it when you talk like that,” I whispered to him, trying to regain my composure. I
wasn’t angry with him, but was growing increasingly uncomfortable with our situation after my
brief flashback of fear.“Doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be said,” he said kindly. “I think we’re close. Be
alert. Remember your training. Banish your fears. I am here. And the Lord is here. He always
is.”So, he had noticed my sudden anxiety. “Maybe I should just go back to the car. I know I’ve
trained, but I really don’t think—”A shape of fur, fangs, and claws launched from the shadows
towards me, cutting off my words as it snarled, thirsty for my blood.And my nightmare slipped
back into my thoughts like a veiled assassin, a wraith hoping to hold me still for the monster to
eat. I froze, unable to move. Twin sticks of power abruptly erupted into being in my clenched fists,
but my fear swamped me with that stupid nightmare, the sticks held at my side, useless to save
me.Right before the beast’s claws reached me, it grunted as something batted it from the air,
sending it flying sideways. It struck a tree with another grunt and an angry whine of pain.I fell to
my knees right into a puddle, arms shaking, breathing fast.My sticks crackled in the rain like live
cattle prods, except their entire length was the electrical section — at least to anyone other than
me. I could hold them without pain.Magic was a part of me, coursing through my veins whether I
wanted it or not, and Roland had spent many years teaching me how to master it. But I had
never been able to fully master the nightmare inside me, and in moments of fear, it always won,
overriding my training.The fact that I had resorted to weapons — like the ones he had trained me
with — rather than a burst of flame, was startling. It was good in the fact that my body’s reflexes
knew enough to call up a defense even without my direct command, but bad in the fact that it
was the worst form of defense for the situation presented. I could have very easily done as
Roland did, and hurt it from a distance. But I hadn’t. Because of my stupid block.Roland placed a
calloused palm on my shoulder, and I flinched. “Easy, see? I am here.” But he did frown at my



choice of weapons, the reprimand silent but loud in my mind. I let out a shaky breath, forcing my
fear back down. It was all in my head, but still, it wasn’t easy. Fear could be like that.I focused on
Roland’s implied lesson. Close combat weapons — even magically-powered ones — were for
last resorts. I averted my eyes in very real shame. I knew these things. He didn’t even need to tell
me them. But when that damned nightmare caught hold of me, all my training went out the
window. It haunted me like a shadow, waiting for moments just like this, as if trying to kill me. A
form of psychological suicide? But it was why I constantly refused to join Roland on his hunts. He
knew about it. And although he was trying to help me overcome that fear, he never pressed too
hard.Rain continued to sizzle as it struck my batons. I didn’t let them go, using them as a totem
to build my confidence back up. I slowly lifted my eyes to nod at him as I climbed back to my
feet.That’s when I saw the second set of eyes in the shadows, right before they flew out of the
darkness towards Roland’s back. I threw one of my batons and missed, but that pretty much let
Roland know that an unfriendly was behind him. Either that or I had just failed to murder my
mentor at point-blank range. He whirled to confront the monster, expecting another aerial assault
as he unleashed a ball of fire that splashed over the tree at chest height, washing the trunk in
blue flames. But this monster was tricky. It hadn’t planned on tackling Roland, but had merely
jumped out of the darkness to get closer, no doubt learning from its fallen comrade, who still lay
unmoving against the tree behind me.His coat shone like midnight clouds with hints of lightning
flashing in the depths of thick, wiry fur. The coat of dew dotting his fur reflected the moonlight,
giving him a faint sheen as if covered in fresh oil. He was tall, easily hip height at the shoulder,
and barrel chested, his rump much leaner than the rest of his body. He — I assumed male from
the long, thick mane around his neck — had a very long snout, much longer and wider than any
werewolf I had ever seen. Amazingly, and beyond my control, I realized he was beautiful.But
most of the natural world’s lethal hunters were beautiful.He landed in a wet puddle a pace in
front of Roland, juked to the right, and then to the left, racing past the big man, biting into his
hamstrings on his way by.A wash of anger rolled over me at seeing my mentor injured, dousing
my fear, and I swung my baton down as hard as I could. It struck the beast in the rump as it tried
to dart back to cover — a typical wolf tactic. My blow singed his hair and shattered bone. The
creature collapsed into a puddle of mud with a yelp, instinctively snapping his jaws over his
shoulder to bite whatever had hit him.I let him. But mostly out of dumb luck as I heard Roland
hiss in pain, falling to the ground.The monster’s jaws clamped around my baton, and there was
an immediate explosion of teeth and blood that sent him flying several feet away into the tall
brush, yipping, screaming, and staggering. Before he slipped out of sight, I noticed that his lower
jaw was simply gone, from the contact of his saliva on my electrified magical batons. Then he
managed to limp into the woods with more pitiful yowls, but I had no mind to chase him. Roland
— that titan of a man, my mentor — was hurt. I could smell copper in the air, and knew we had to
get out of here. Fast. Because we had anticipated only one of the monsters. But there had been
two of them, and they hadn’t been the run-of-the-mill werewolves we had been warned about. If
there were two, perhaps there were more. And they were evidently the prehistoric cousin of any



werewolf I had ever seen or read about.Roland hissed again as he stared down at his leg,
growling with both pain and anger. My eyes darted back to the first monster, wary of another
attack. It almost looked like a werewolf, but bigger. Much bigger. He didn’t move, but I saw he
was breathing. He had a notch in his right ear and a jagged scar on his long snout. Part of me
wanted to go over to him and torture him. Slowly. Use his pain to finally drown my nightmare, my
fear. The fear that had caused Roland’s injury. My lack of inner-strength had not only put me in
danger, but had hurt my mentor, my friend.I shivered, forcing the thought away. That was cold.
Not me. Sure, I was no stranger to fighting, but that had always been in a ring. Practicing.
Sparring. Never life or death.But I suddenly realized something very dark about myself in the
chill, rainy night. Although I was terrified, I felt a deep ocean of anger manifest inside me,
wanting only to dispense justice as I saw fit. To use that rage to battle my own demons. As if
feeding one would starve the other, reminding me of the Cherokee Indian Legend Roland had
once told me.An old Cherokee man was teaching his grandson about life. “A fight is going on
inside me,” he told the boy. “It is a terrible fight between two wolves. One is evil — he is anger,
envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride,
superiority, and ego.” After a few moments to make sure he had the boy’s undivided attention, he
continued.“The other wolf is good — he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness,
benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on
inside of you, boy, and inside of every other person, too.”The grandson thought about this for a
few minutes before replying. “Which wolf will win?”The old Cherokee man simply said, “The one
you feed, boy. The one you feed…”And I felt like feeding one of my wolves today, by killing this
one.2Itook a step closer to the beast, and the magical stick I had thrown was suddenly back in
my empty fist. I clenched them both, and they flared brighter.I was a wizard, so I wasn’t really
holding anything. I had created energy constructs with my magic, and used them like the familiar
escrimas I so often trained with — two short sticks about twelve inches long each, wielded in
either hand. They were quick and brutal with their efficiency, especially under my experienced
control. Roland had taught me to train with all sorts of weapons as well as with my magic,
encouraging me never to rely on one tool in my belt.“Stop!” Roland commanded from behind
me, and I realized I was only a pace or two away from the monster now. I slowly turned, as if
waking up from a dream. “That is not the way,” Roland growled. “Killing cannot be cold,
premeditated. It must be fair, swift, and in response to a crime, never initiated solely from
emotion. You know this.” His eyes glittered in the moonlight, both with anger and pain.I realized I
was panting as I stared back at him, momentarily lost in my emotional storm. I had wanted so
badly to make up for my mistake. For my failure. For my weakness. The batons winked out of
existence as I consciously realized that I had been about to murder the beast. For hurting my
friend. Roland was right.That was murder.“Help me, girl.”I urgently strode over to him, helping
him to his feet with a supporting shoulder tucked under one of his arms. This got blood all over
my shirt from his hands, but the silk was beyond saving anyway. Roland’s leg was a sheet of
blood, looking worse as a result of the rain. Still, that much blood wasn’t good. “I’m so sorry,



Roland. We need to get you fixed up,” I said, woodenly.“Aye, I reckon so. This wasn’t your fault,
Callie,” he growled, trying to place some weight on his injured leg. His leg gave out, and he
almost brought us both down to the ground, but I locked my legs, spinning us around in an
awkward shuffle to support his sudden dead weight.I was staring at him, making sure he was
okay when I saw his eyes widen, staring over my shoulder. I tried to turn my head, not able to
maneuver quickly while holding him up. A blast of light flashed out from Roland’s palm, and I
heard a yelp of pain behind me, then a loud crack.I managed to finally turn enough to see, and
found one of the wolves nailed to the tree. It was the one missing half his jaw. The other beast —
the one I had thought unconscious — was simply gone. Which terrified me. Was he watching us
right now? Waiting to attack Roland the second I turned my back? But even injured, I knew
Roland had nothing to fear from a single wolf — one he had already wounded. Likely, it had
simply fled. But it was unnerving that the injured wolf had returned to save it. That spoke of
cunning. And that concerned me. Monsters weren’t particularly loyal. Wolves were kind of the
exception to that, working in packs, but again, these didn’t resemble the typical werewolf.Three
flickering daggers pinned the wolf to the tree. Two held the monster’s legs splayed out to either
side, his tail hanging straight down between his legs to rest in a muddy puddle near the roots.
The third glowing dagger had hit the wolf-creature right in the throat below his ruined jaw, and his
arms now hung limp at his sides, while his head hung over his chest, painting his black coat with
a crimson shine.I shivered uncontrollably, and we both crashed to the ground. Roland groaned,
but not just in pain. His eyes were fixed to the tree with a look of disgust and shame. I stared up
at the wolf, frowning. His positioning looked almost like…“A Petrine Cross…” Roland whispered,
sounding ashamed, and disgusted that he had accidentally made such a sign. Even though it
hadn’t been his intent, of course. I had been about to say it looked like an inverted cross, not
realizing it had an actual term.It did look blasphemous, though, and I knew many atheists,
humanists, and the occult used it.“You were acting on instinct, it’s not like you chose for him to
land like that,” I whispered, shivering. Blood dripped freely from the wolf’s ruined mouth, staining
the pools beneath the monster crimson. He was dead.I wanted to run. To just sit there. To do
something. To do nothing. I didn’t know what to do.It wasn’t the unfortunate symbol that bothered
me. Well, not just that. It was death. I had assisted in the murder of another creature, even if it
had been trying to kill us.“It will fade, girl. Shock. This wasn’t a man. He was a monster.” His eyes
looked troubled.“Aren’t we all?” I whispered, more to myself.He flicked a steely glare my way,
and I could see the pain dancing in the back of his eyes overshadowed by his anger at my
statement. “Not like that. He would be a monster even if he wasn’t a Freak. He was a monster for
what he did, not for what he is. There is a difference.”I nodded slowly, thankfully. Because the
monster was some flavor of werewolf, or shifter. And I was a wizard. As was Roland. I already
struggled with my feelings, my place in this world. I felt stained, unclean, because we weren’t like
anyone else. We were different from the Regulars — the term we had applied to those who didn’t
have magic in their blood. But some of us did have magic in our blood. We were Freaks, as some
of the conspiracy theorists called us — those who did believe magic was real. They considered



us abominations. Nightmares.We were outcasts.Roland was studying me, looking ready to
chastise me further. Or to comfort me. I didn’t want either. I decided I wanted out of here. And
Roland was hurt. He needed to be out of here. What was I doing sitting here feeling sorry for
myself?I climbed to my feet, reaching out a hand towards Roland. He looked from my hand to my
face. “Search him. He was our target, not the other one. I never heard anything about a wolf with
a notched ear. Lord willing, he has what we seek.” I let out a shaky breath, meeting his eyes. I
saw only resolve. The eyes of my master giving a command that he expected obeyed. Or else. I
turned, walking up to the wolf. He hadn’t shifted back to human, and the blue daggers still
flickered with icy heat, the blood burned to crust around the edges of the wound.I turned,
frowning at Roland. “Do wolves wear fanny packs?” I asked, sarcasm trying to replace my
disgust and anxiety.That brought a faint smirk. “Check his neck. Under the fur. He wouldn’t have
risked leaving it out of his sight.”I turned back to the wolf, frowning as I carefully stepped around
the bloody mud puddle. The flickering blades vanished, and the wolf crashed to the ground, right
into the puddle, splashing me with dirty, bloody water. All over my fucking boots.“God—” I began
to curse, knowing he had done it on purpose.A flicker of pain tugged at my ear, changing my
curse to a yelp.“We do not use the Lord’s name in vain,” Roland recited, voice full of practiced
warning.I pulled my hand from my ear, expecting to see blood. It felt hot to the touch, but he
hadn’t broken skin. I locked angry eyes on him. “You could have dropped him before, or given me
a heads-up.”“Where’s the fun in that?” he asked. I turned my back on him. The monster was now
a naked man, lying at the base of the tree. And I saw that he was wearing a leather necklace with
a small key below the gory hole where his jaw had been. I bit back my tongue, and quickly
snatched it, giving it a sharp tug to break the cord, avoiding looking above his neck at the grisly
wound.I shivered, walking urgently back up to Roland, very aware of the uncomfortable,
wriggling sensation in my stomach that was trying to persuade me to vomit for a good half-hour
straight. I handed him the key, and he let out a sigh of relief before pocketing it. “Good. At least
some good came of this cursed night.” I reached out a hand, and he accepted begrudgingly. I
tugged him up so he could support at least some of his weight on his good leg. He growled a lot,
grunts and hisses escaping his lips, but I managed to get his heavily muscled arm draped back
over my shoulder, and began shuffling us back to his car. It wasn’t that far. Half a mile,
maybe.“Let’s get you to a hospital. Then we—”“The church,” he corrected. “No hospitals.”“But
—”“The church,” he repeated with grim finality.I sighed, leading him into the darkness. “You owe
me a new shirt.”He didn’t miss a beat. “Perhaps you will dress better next time, girl.” Stubborn old
man, I thought to myself.But I listened.After all, one must listen to one’s elders…3Abundant
Angel Catholic Church was an old, old building, made entirely of stone, brick, and mortar. It
stood out from its neighbors on a hill between downtown Kansas City and the Plaza. A fifty-
something year old man sat behind his desk, listening to Roland. Father David was a good guy,
and although his office was clinically bare, it felt warm and soothing. I — as usual during
meetings between these two — sat on a couch to the side of the room, doing my mime
impersonation while Roland chose what to share.And what not to share with the good



father.Because Roland was a man of the Catholic Church, one of the Vatican’s fabled
Shepherds. I was just here to learn from him. His student. Despite spending the better part of a
decade training with him, I had never felt truly comfortable in churches. I wasn’t against them,
per se, but I wasn’t entirely open to them either. Well, after tonight, it seemed I did work for the
church. Even if only as a temporary employee. Because I had no desire to become a Shepherd
like Roland.Up until this evening, Roland had simply been training me, for personal reasons, or
so he said. The wolves tonight had been the first time he had taken me out on a job where I was
allowed to participate. I had been his driver before, even able to watch hunts from a distance, but
never to stand by his side.I had thought we were going for ice cream tonight, a celebration of me
being his best student, or something. But Roland was old school, and he had silently, sneakily
taken me on a trial by fire. To assist Kansas City’s Shepherd on a hunt.The Vatican had twelve
Shepherds, and their job was to wander the earth, from church to church, helping to serve those
in need. Usually with an Old Testament-flavored hug and a kiss. They took care of all the dark
stuff: exorcisms, abductions, vampires, possessions, monsters, and anything else that didn’t fit
well into the mainstream narrative. Not that the typical Priest believed in these things, but when
the Vatican sent an order, the church and Priests obeyed. But Father David did believe. He knew
there were monsters out there, but only because Roland had spent close to a decade here.
Longer than most Shepherds spent in one particular church.And that was all because of little old
me.He had saved my life once, and I quickly discovered that the price of my salvation was to
become his student. He had decided to stick around town after that, rather than hopping all over
the world like his brother Shepherds. And he found his home in Abundant Angel Catholic Church
with Father David.But Father David had been no stranger to me. Because he had also saved my
life once when I was a very, very small child.I had spent years thinking of conspiracies that could
have brought these two men together, intermeshed in a secretive plot to save my eternal soul,
but had given up years and years ago, finally admitting how crazy I sounded. Simply put, I wasn’t
that special. After telling Roland about my experience with Father David, he had simply said,
‘The Lord works in mysterious ways.’ And since Roland would never, ever lie about anything
related to his god, I dropped it, and accepted that I was the luckiest woman in the world. Father
David had once saved me, just doing his job, but Roland’s arrival almost fifteen years later had
brought us crashing back together like magnets. Maybe Divine Intervention was real, but that
was more than I wanted to think about.“You found it?” Father David asked, snapping me out of
my reverie. He had short, thinning blonde hair and light eyes. He was as tall as a door, and
sported no muscle to speak of, but I knew he jogged religiously. Ha.Roland grunted, shifting
slightly in his wooden chair. He was a big man, built like an aged blacksmith, complete with black
buzzed hair, a short, thick beard, and scarred knuckles. His face was hard, but kind. Loyal.
Steadfast. He had bandaged himself up in his office before we came up here to talk with Father
David. I had no idea why we were wasting time up here, though. Roland should have been at the
hospital or something. Shepherds were immune to things like werewolf and vampire venom, but
he was still leaking his holy wine all over the Father’s chair. But telling Roland what he should be



doing was a good way to learn firsthand the various uses of the word smite.Understanding this
from experience, I picked up a magazine and leaned back into the couch, pretending to read,
and silently betting on how long it would take for Roland to pass out from his injuries. That would
show him.I heard him set a metal object on the desk, and glanced up over the rim of the
magazine. The key I had grabbed from the wolf. My Detective Comics hat came on as my mind
rehashed the questions that plagued me since our meeting with the wolves. Where had the other
wolf gone? Had the injured one attacked us to create a diversion so the other could escape? But
the injured one had held the key, so that just didn’t make any sense…Father David’s lips
tightened, but he made no move to touch the blood-stained key. “Have you checked the contents
of the box?”Roland shook his head. “We were… preoccupied.”I snorted at his understatement.
“You almost had your damned leg torn off,” I muttered under my breath, but I knew Roland had
heard me, if not the Priest.“We…” Father David repeated slowly. “Is Callie officially working for
you, now?”“No,” I said at the same time that Roland said, “yes.”We locked eyes with each other,
and Roland chuckled before turning back to Father David. “Your magazine is upside down, girl,”
he called over his shoulder. I scowled at his back, tossing the magazine back to the table with a
whispered curse. “In a way, she works for me,” he amended.“I… see.” It was clear that Father
David didn’t see. I didn’t see. Because I wasn’t going to be a Shepherd, bowing and scraping to
a bunch of dusty old skeletons in Italy. Never. If Roland hadn’t been injured, I would have shoved
one of my energy sticks down his throat. Well… I would have tried.“We will attempt to see if the
key works after we leave here, but I wanted to speak with you first. The Vatican needs to know
that there was more than one of them tonight, and that one escaped before justice could be
delivered. They need to know that their information was faulty. Which caused me great harm,” he
added in a tone as dry as gravel. “From now on, I do this my way. They will be notified once I’m
finished with my good work, and will not interfere,” he leaned forward slowly, hulking over the
desk, “until I say they can.”Father David shivered, licking his lips, even though it had nothing to
do with him, because he wasn’t involved with Roland’s work. They were two arms of the same
being that was controlled by the Vatican, and neither was in charge of the other. Father David
was likely imagining sending that threatening message to the Vatican, and them possibly taking
out their displeasure on the messenger rather than Roland.“I will do as you ask, but… couldn’t
you have sent that message yourself? Perhaps you want to call in assistance,” he said
nervously.Roland met his gaze, unflinching, but Father David’s shoulders stiffened. “Do you
question me, Father?” he asked softly. Very softly. Like the sound a katana makes when leaving
the sheath. Or a lone dead leaf dragging across concrete on Halloween night.It wasn’t a threat. It
was just Roland’s way. He had one person who questioned him. His old master. The only other
one he listened to was God. Or, I guess the Vatican. But even they couldn’t control him
completely, and judging by his track record, they saw no need to press the issue. He accepted
and denied jobs at will. No one questioned why anymore. Everyone else was not worthy of his
time. Even if on the same side. Hell, he was the only Shepherd allowed to set up a permanent
base rather than travel the world on call.“My apologies, Roland. I’m just trying to understand.



Surely, you could have called them on your drive, and you could have seen to your injury before
coming to me. I meant no offense, old friend.” And I knew he hadn’t. But something that wasn’t
said by Roland was that this was a big extension of trust, a silent statement of his opinion of
Father David. Neither said anything, but I knew Father David would eventually see that.But, like a
depressing number of stupid, hairy men in the world, Roland just sat there in silence like a moss-
covered boulder in a stream, unrelenting. It was almost laughable.Not feeling like dying today, I
didn’t laugh, though.Roland pocketed the key, and staggered to his feet. “Keep this talk between
us and the Vatican. And lock the doors, Father. We’ll see ourselves out.”Father David opened his
mouth, but Roland was already shuffling away, fiery eyes latching onto me as he jerked his head
for me to follow. I shot one last look at Father David, shrugged apologetically, and then followed
my mentor.4“Somebody’s grouchy today. Need a Band-Aid? Or do you want me to kiss it
—”“Enough, girl. Let’s get this over with.” We stepped out of the church to stare up at the full
moon through a haze of light rain misting down on us. We were already soaked, so I didn’t really
care at this point. “You’re driving this time. I’ll have one of the sisters clean my vehicle.” Because
he had bled all over it, and now he wanted to bleed all over mine. But I very wisely didn’t say that
part. Still, I did let my mouth run a little. I had a little more leeway than others when it came to
speaking my mind to Roland. And I wanted to avenge his unfair treatment of Father David. And
because it was fun pestering the old hawk.“Of course,” I said. His steely gaze locked onto mine,
and I put on my best mask of innocence and obedience, something all daughters learn from
manipulating their fathers. “It’s just that old men can’t see well at night. You said you wanted to
get there quickly, and you don’t have your glasses with you,” I added in a syrupy tone, patting him
on the shoulder before I quickly slipped away, sure to stay on his bad side so he couldn’t
pummel me with a Bible or something.“One of these days, girl…” he muttered, but he was
smiling to himself, shaking his head. He couldn’t argue with me, because I had slipped in a little
rationality. Arguing that would only make him look ignorant. He knew my moves, though. I would
pay for it later. But that was our relationship.I winked at him, climbing into my Chevy S10 pickup
truck.He collapsed into the passenger side, much less gracefully than usual, and I saw that his
bandage featured a large crimson stain. “We should probably get you checked out before
—”“Drive, girl.” Before I could ask, he spouted off the address — which was in a questionable
section of town — and then stared out the window with a stubborn grimace on his face. Likely of
pain. Rather than argue, I drove. Because the faster we got this over with, the faster we got him
taken care of. And I was still shaken up about the night. The fighting. The death. The fear. They
were coming back to me now that we were heading back out into danger.I turned up the music,
dipping my head to the bass as we drove. I could listen to anything with a good beat. Except
Country music. For whatever reason, it made my skin crawl. I could acknowledge the skill of the
singer, but would still forever hate the music itself. Even though I lived in Missouri, where
everyone seemed to love it, I couldn’t stand it. At all.Roland slammed a hand down on the
volume knob, shutting it off as he shot an incredulous stare at me. I frowned, but turned my
attention back to the road. “What?”“Do you even listen to the words?” he managed, grinding his



teeth.I frowned, replaying the song in my head. A slow smile crept onto my face. “It’s called rap,
Roland. It’s not 1940 anymore. Rittz is one of my favorites. I like the beat. Keeps me
focused.”“Not when I’m in the vehicle. We’ll listen to good, wholesome, quality music.” He began
fiddling with the dial. I rolled my eyes as I navigated a left turn, mentally tracing the address in my
head. I was pretty good with driving in the city. Only rarely did I need to use my phone or GPS.
Because I had been Roland’s driver for quite some time, now. And sometimes that entailed fast
escapes from surviving monsters.Everything was going well until he stopped fidgeting with the
radio, and leaned back with a contented sigh. I jerked the wheel to the right, carelessly bumping
up over the curb on the side of the street as I shoved the truck into park. I ignored his gasp of
pain. “No,” I said flatly.His gaze darted around the truck, searching for threats. Seeing none, he
turned back to me. I met his eyes and slowly reached down to the volume knob. I pressed it all
the way in, shutting down the stereo like he had. I let out a slow sigh, overly dramatic, and then
turned back to him. “That will never happen again,” I whispered.“Country music?” he asked,
voice incredulous.“Never again, Roland. Or I’ll buy you a walker right now. With tennis balls on
the legs for safety. And you can shuffle your handicapped ass down to the storage units by
yourself.”“Language…” he warned.I pressed the unlock button on the doors, folding my arms
over my breasts. He shook his head at me in disbelief for a few seconds, and then began to bark
out a deep laugh. He held up his hands in surrender. “Fine. But no gangster music either. We’re
not drug-dealing hoodlums.”“And we aren’t inbred, drunk rednecks.”“Just because someone
listens to Country music does not make them inbred, drunk, or a redneck,” he shook his head,
eyes full of judgment.I smiled at him, batting my eyelashes as I flashed my teeth victoriously. “By
that logic, listening to Rap does not suddenly make one become a drug-dealing hoodlum…”His
scowl hardened, seeing his argument turned back on him. He grunted, neither in agreement nor
disagreement. “Fine. No music.”“Damn right,” I said, pulling the truck back out into the
street.“Language,” he repeated, “and I’m telling your father about this. Terry will not be pleased to
hear his daughter is a drug-dealing hoodlum.” He was smiling.“The Vatican wouldn’t like to hear
that you’re a drunk, inbred redneck, either.” His light laughter changed to a hiss as the truck
bounced off the curb, pressing his injured leg into the door. “Sorry,” I murmured, actually feeling
guilty as I glanced down at the growing crimson stain. It was my fault he had been injured in the
first place, and my fault I hurt him further with my careless driving. The familiar teasing was
helping me avoid my own fears. And other worries bothered me as well.Why had he made his
threat to Father David sound like the injury was only the fault of the church? Sure, their
information had been faulty, but he had been hurt because of my distractions, yet he hadn’t said
a word about that. Was that because he was protecting me from them for some reason? But
then he had told Father David that I worked for him, in a way. Which was contradictory if he was
trying to keep me away from them.Or did he genuinely believe that the entire blame lay on the
church for handing him incorrect information? I wasn’t even sure what the hell was so important
about this key, but I had long ago learned that the only way to get all the information was to tell
him I wanted to fully join his cause, which I didn’t. So, I sat in silence, thinking, analyzing as I



drove.Ten minutes later, we pulled up to a pair of worn-down storage unit buildings. One of those
that didn’t even have a fence around the property, despite sitting dead center in the middle of a
shady warren of crime-infested streets.Which meant one of three things: no one used these
buildings for anything important, the important units were marked — tagged with spray-paint —
to let any would-be thieves know which ones were owned by which gangs, or this sorry
collection of buildings had one hell of a security system.My eyes tracked to several lampposts
overlooking the buildings, only to find broken messes of wires and plastic where the once-
functional security cameras had stood. Well, option three was out.“At least no one will see we
were here,” I said.Roland wasn’t listening to me, instead, scanning the streets, the dark
shadows, and the area behind us — as if we had just landed in the middle of a war zone, or as if
we had been walking through the woods when suddenly every single biological creature went
dead silent after a veritable symphony of sound.What had he not told me?5Roland grumbled
under his breath as he climbed out of the truck. “Stay alert, Miss Penrose.”“It’s Girl to you. Only
my friends call me Miss Penrose,” I said, slamming the door as I climbed out.“Must not hear it
very often, then.” He smiled absently.If he didn’t look so pathetic I would have thrown a rock at
him. “Watch it, old one—”He flinched as if struck, rounding on me. “What did you just say?”I took
an instinctive step back at the fierceness in his eyes. “I just… called you old… It’s not the first
time, and definitely won’t be the last,” I added defensively. Maybe the pain was really getting to
him. But in that moment, I finally understood what others saw in him. His enemies. Before he
killed them. Or read them scripture. I thought I had known the look he gave them, assuming it
was a slightly stronger version of the withering glare I got during training.But I was wrong.Those
looks from training were a loving smile compared to this. “Have a care with your words, and stay
alert,” he finally said, turning back to the storage units, scanning the tall grass on either side of
the two buildings, searching for a crowd of devil ninja nuns or something.What had earned that
look? Calling him old? I did that all the time. In response to him always calling me girl. Petty, but
when someone kicked your ass all day every day, you delivered what punches you could, when
you could, however you could. So, I teased him relentlessly about his age.It wasn’t that he
looked old. But he looked… hard. Like a gnarled piece of ancient driftwood. Still solid, not rotting
or decaying, but tough as shit.Old one was what I had said. How was that any different from any
other way I had called him old? But before I could press that thought, I realized he was already
shambling into the center of the storage unit buildings. The grouchy bastard was going to bleed
out, and in this part of town, I wouldn’t be finding help any time soon.“Why don’t you have a
shield, yet?” he spoke softly, not sounding pleased as his eyes continued to track our
surroundings.I shrugged, then realized he obviously wasn’t watching me. “I don’t know. Haven’t
really needed one before tonight. And I can always throw one up when I need it—”“Unless you’re
too scared to act or are out of magic. That’s why you need a construct bound to your flesh. That
needs only a subconscious thought to activate. For those other times.”I kicked a rock with my
boot. He didn’t say it out loud, but he meant times like tonight, when I had frozen up. “I’m not fond
of getting a tattoo…” I finally admitted.He growled under his breath. “You are getting one whether



you like it or not.”“Unless I choose not to become like you.”He stopped in his tracks, slowly
turning back to face me.I averted my eyes, surprised that his look of shock threatened to
overwhelm me with guilt. This wasn’t an old argument, but I had never said it so bluntly. “It’s
just… I don’t think this is really my thing. Tonight was proof. I was terrified. The whole time. I felt
like I had never trained before. I couldn’t think. I got you injured. I started training with you to learn
how to protect myself, not to work for the fucking Vatican.” I threw my hands up, frustrated.“We
will talk about this. Later. But you’re getting that tattoo, Shepherd or not. It protects.”And he was
walking again. Well, shuffling awkwardly. I nodded stubbornly, following him. He knew I didn’t
want to be like him, a Shepherd, but it seemed some deeply hidden part of him hadn’t believed
my repeated statements to this fact. I kicked another rock. That was his problem. Nothing I could
do about it if he wanted to pretend otherwise.Gang signs were tagged on almost every storage
unit, all different symbols, but a few were marked out and replaced with another. Those looked to
have been recently vandalized. Likely a message to the original gang, hey, we took your stuff.
Polite, really.Roland finally approached a locker that was devoid of both spray paint and damage.
Which was odd to see. It was so bare that by comparison with the others, it looked like it had
never been used. Or that it was a brand-new door. Roland wasted no time, shoving the key we
had taken into the lock. He met my eyes, nodded once, and then flung open the door. On
instinct, I had my energy sticks out. Roland studied the storage unit, and seeing no threat, turned
back to me. His eyes locked onto my hands and he chuckled.“I like those better, but you
shouldn’t default to short-range weapons first,” he said, and then turned back to the storage
unit.I frowned, glancing down at my hands. Instead of two escrimas like I had used earlier, I now
held two kamas — the same size as the escrimas, but with a long, arced blade on the ends, like
small one-handed scythes. They had originally been created to cut weeds in ancient Japan, but
like most things, man had found a way to turn them into weapons. But they were easy to use.
Fast, light, fluid, adaptable, and lethal. A more… final version of the sticks I typically defaulted to,
although I knew how to use these just as well. The reason I liked these was that I could
incorporate them into my weapons-free training with only minor adaptations, altering my simple
punches and blocks into lethal counterattacks. Bleed the enemy with a thousand cuts, every
move a slice, Roland’s words drifted from my memory, having heard it a hundred times.Roland
had made sure I was well-versed in the art of self-defense, and after several years, had finally
told me — begrudgingly — that despite my small size, I stood a decent chance of not being
helplessly beaten and molested in a dark alley one day. Like the day he had found me as a
young teen, barely saving me from an attack exactly like that.That comment had lit me on fire.
And it had been two years ago.But old Roland knew how to press my buttons, light my fuse, and
motivate me where few others had succeeded.Because that idle comment had killed my
momentary pride, and I had decided to stick with him, hungering to learn more. Not just with
weapons, but with my magic.I wondered — for the millionth time — if his process was the
longest conversion to religion he had ever had to endure. Like a test from God.Roland was
cursing. Well, not cursing like I would curse, but muttering darkly under his breath from inside the



storage unit. I had once offered to tutor him on cursing, but his stony scowl had been answer
enough. I stepped inside the unit — my blades lighting the space — to find him reading a small,
dirty, rumpled slip of paper. It looked to have been forgotten in a corner.“What is it?” I asked
hesitantly.He met my eyes; his own were bloodshot, and distant. “It’s gone.”Then he fell down,
the paper fluttering in the air to land on a dark stain on the ground. I shifted my kama to see that
it was a small pool of blood. Right where Roland had been standing. His wound had soaked
through the bandage, and he was losing blood fast.I snatched up the piece of paper, reading it
with a frown before shoving it into my pocket. I didn’t know what he had been looking for here,
but it wasn’t that slip of paper.There was no way in hell I could pick him up alone. He outweighed
me by at least a hundred pounds.Desperately, I plucked out my cell phone and made a call to
my best friend, Claire Stone. She was closest to us, even though I would have loved to call my
dad. I spoke woodenly, only stating the facts, and then hung up, unable to answer her twenty
questions for fear of breaking down.The night seemed particularly ominous and threatening as I
waited for her to arrive. One of God’s Shepherds was on the ground, unconscious, wounded, in
a dangerous section of town. And only I stood between him and the terrors of the night—Wolves
began to howl. A lot of them. And not far away.As I stared out at the night, guarding the open
door, praying for all I was worth that Claire hurried — because with those howls, I knew there
was no chance of me leaving — my nightmare began to hammer into my mind like a boxer
beating a heavy bag.Rain. A doorway before me. Night air on my cheeks. I was all alone…
Again.6Iwatched Roland sleep as I sat on the couch in my two-bedroom apartment’s living room.
We hadn’t wanted to try squeezing him through the narrow hallway leading to the spare
bedroom, finding it easier to set him on the fold-out couch in the living room. We had moved a
nightstand beside his bed, and it currently held drinks, medicine, iodine, a box of latex gloves,
and a metal bowl full of bloody rags, a few syringes, a used sewing needle, and discarded
strands of thread.Fearing he would harm himself further if he woke to find himself surrounded by
strangers, we had decided to keep him here until he woke up. My apartment building was near
the Roaster’s Block Apartments — a revamped Folger’s Coffee plant — on Broadway in
downtown Kansas City’s Financial District. The air still smelled of roasting coffee beans, which I
loved.I crumpled the paper from the storage unit in my fist. I understood none of its relevance,
but it was obviously important. A hint on how to retrieve whatever it was that Roland had
expected to find in that storage unit. If we hadn’t wasted so much time at the church—“I did all
that I could,” Claire said in a soft, comforting whisper, sitting beside me on the couch facing his
sleeping form. “He isn’t an animal, so my equipment was less than ideal, but I’ll raid the shelves
tomorrow morning. I have everything I need for a day or two, but I would like to see about a few
other things that may help if he starts showing signs of infection…”Claire Stone worked for the
Kansas City Zoo as their head veterinarian, despite her young age. She was terrified of almost
everything, shy as all hell, but smart as a tack, which was how she’d won her job over the other
competitors. She loved animals. And making things feel better. She was a saint in that way, but
not too prim that we hadn’t often gotten into trouble together. I had known her as far back as I



could remember, having play dates with her as children, and I was lucky to have her as my best
friend. We had been through a lot together, and she knew all my secrets.She was petite, with
long, platinum blonde hair that made me want to kill her, and had a narrow face that always
seemed to be professionally touched up with layers of makeup. But I was one of the rare people
to have seen her without cosmetics and she’d still been beautiful. Damn her. Her green eyes
twinkled with an inner happiness most days, but right now, with her sense of purpose completed
for the time being, she looked ready to bolt.I hadn’t called her tonight because of her medical
skills, but because she was my only real friend. And she had been closest to us. Her skills hadn’t
even crossed my mind, to be honest. I had intended to get Roland to a hospital no matter what
he said.But Claire had taken one look at Roland, and all of her usual meekness had evaporated.
She had helped me tug him from the storage unit into the backseat of her tiny Jetta, and then
climbed right in beside him, immediately going to work as she ordered me to drive.I had been in
too much shock to argue, but I was pretty sure she had saved his life.I placed a palm on her
thigh and squeezed in silent gratitude, not trusting myself to speak. She let out a pained breath
at seeing me like this. Claire had the biggest heart I had ever seen. Simply put, she was the
bestest.Even though she didn’t know what this was all about, she could sense the emotions
ripping through me, and she had found me at the end of my rope in the storage unit, struggling
against my stupid, stupid nightmare and that incessant howling. But the howls had ceased the
moment Claire had arrived, as if giving up. But wolves only gave up when beaten soundly.Then
again, they hadn’t attacked me in the twenty minutes I crouched there in the dark storage unit,
even though they were so close I could practically feel them prowling around in the darkness
dozens of feet away. Why hadn’t they attacked? Had they just been trying to scare me? With the
stench of so much blood, they should have been all over me. But they had just howled,
relentlessly.Almost like an alarm. A call.To their Alpha, perhaps? But he hadn’t shown, so maybe
they had just given up.Trouble was, I just didn’t know. Without Roland to help, I was out of my
depth.I was simply grateful that Claire hadn’t found me sobbing uncontrollably in the corner,
overcome by the relentless repetition of my nightmare, brought on by my fear and the similar
sensory details of the storage unit to my dream.I patted her thigh. “He’s a tough old root,” I
whispered, not wanting to wake him. “He’ll likely wake up bitching about merely needing a quick
nap. Or demanding some prayer time.”A queasy look crossed Claire’s features. “You really
shouldn’t joke about that. It’s very important to him…” she shivered, eyes darting to his chest. It
was now covered by a sheet, but I still grew distant thinking about it. Who would have imagined
to find that?He had seemed almost dead, pale from blood loss, and when we had stripped him
out of his wet clothes, we had seen his chest.Gooseflesh pebbled over my arms at the memory.
His chest had been… carved. That was the only way to say it. Etched with runes, symbols,
numbered Bible verse references, quotes of scripture, and odd symbols I had never seen before,
but suspected had something to do with the church. But why would the church carve him up?
And why would he let them?It had been a few hours, and I had been unable to sleep, even
knowing we had maybe a few hours until sunrise. The rain had continued through the night, but



even that hadn’t been enough to make me drowsy. Because my friend was hurt. The one person
who I thought couldn’t be hurt.I had made coffee earlier, and Claire had refilled it twice without
me taking a sip. I felt Claire place a blanket over me, and didn’t protest. I was cold, what with my
damp clothes. My eyelids grew heavy, but I needed to stay awake for Roland. In case he needed
me.I saw Claire watching Roland like a hawk out of the corner of my eye. She had feared to
move him, saying he was too weak, and that any movement might break open the stitches,
causing him to bleed out. As he was, he would survive, but he had a long road to recovery.
Unless… what had she said? Oh, right. Infection. Something about mud…I felt sluggish, and my
blinks grew slower.Infection… not with lycanthropy — the werewolf gene, because he was
immune… Something else…I stopped blinking, resting my eyes for a few seconds. Coffee… I
should drink my…Claire is such a good friend… Remember when we used to…And with that
unfinished thought, I fell asleep.
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Stacey G, “Awesome new series!. Another win by Shayne Silvers! His introducing a strong
female character into Templeverse is exciting and a terrific read. Callie Penrose, a wizard,with
some very special powers, has four father's that she needs to protect in this exciting new series.
She meets up with our own Nate Temple and the adventure begins with demons, Nephalim and
werebears. She is discovering just what it means to be Callie Penrose and all that entails with
her magical gifts and how far they go. I have to say this is one book you need to get. Strong
female lead who's awesome with all the magic and mayhem you could want. Don't miss out. ”

Nicole L., “Awesome book!. I will admit that I wasn't sure if I would like the main character, Callie.
I LOVE Shayne's Nate Temple series and the character of Nate. Luckily for me, this book set in
the same world as Nate was so awesome that I couldn't put it down! Seems to me that some
authors can't write a compelling character when it's the opposite sex. Shayne nailed it. Callie
was full of snark and attitude and was entirely believable. Many of the one-liners had me
laughing so hard that it brought tears to my eyes!She is a wizard, like Nate, but entirely her own
character; not just a female version of him. She's strong and kick-ass, yet at times she is also
vulnerable. She ends up way over her head in a race to keep the Spear of Longinus out of the
hands of evil. This story has a devious plot that offers unexpected twists and turns- just when
you think you've got it figured out, Shayne throws you a curveball that leaves you scratching your
head, wondering how you missed seeing it coming.Demons, vampires, and bears, oh my! Callie
gets caught up in a race to save those she loves before it's too late! She was adopted at an
early age and knows nothing about her birth parents. She had oftened wondered where she
came from and why she was given up. She doesn't know where her powers came from and why
she has strange, silver colored hair. While she is on this, her first solo mission for the church, she
gets some clues as to her origins. The characters have an amazing depth to them and you can't
help but love them or loathe them. It was also wonderful to see Nate from an outside
perspective since we are used to seeing everything through his eyes. We get some insight into
facets of the wizarding world we never knew before. I can't wait for the next one to come out! I
actually love Callie more than Nate, and I totally love Nate a lot! While this book is set in the
same world as Nate, it is not necessary to have read the series before this book. However, if you
have already read the series, you can see deeper into the other characters and understand
some of the hints dropped throughout.  I just want to say to the author, "Write faster, Shayne!"”

Gem, “Fabulous female lead character.. If your a fan of urban fantasy this is the book for you.
The story focus' around Callie, a magician who works for a shepherd connected with the Vatican
Church.Callie is strong, sassy and may just harbour secrets that the reader can suspect but not
all are confirmed. She is left to go on a mission collecting theee pieces of an ancient relic which
sees her walk from one adventure to the next. Fighting vampires, bear shifters, wolves and



demons will she win over?Callie is strong in her efforts despite a reoccurring nightmare that has
seen her freeze in time of danger and she has her best friend Claire by her side the whole time.
A friend that helps, covers for her and supports her no matter what showing that even magicians
need their regular friends to win out!This book is the first in a series but if you are a follower of
the Nate Temple series you get to see Nate from someone else's point of view. Gunnar, Ashley
and Hemingway even appear!This is a well written page turner with good character development
and a story that is sure to get better and better and it progresses.”

Dave M, “Fantastic first book of our new heroines adventures!!. Fantastic first book of an
amazing new series, and I cannot wait for Book 2 of Callie's adventures!I hope we learn more
about her origins next time & what exactly she is now!I also hope Nate Temple keeps turning up
in her stories & it will be fascinating to find out what sort of relationship might blossom between
them!The Nate Temple series is brilliant in its own right, but I do believe Callie Penrose will
match & may even eventually out do Nate for action, excitement, superb storylines, great plots,
magic, magic & magic of all sorts, with a healthy bit of mythology thrown in!This is a really great
read that I can recommend to all!Well done & thank you very much Shayne!”

Barry Shaw, “Follow that author - Read it now, and buy all the Nate Temple books as well.. Great
pace to this new series set in a different town but the same alternative earth as the Nate Temple
series.While we do meet Temple, we get to see him from a totally new point of view - that of a
new strong female character whose powers and origins are hinted at, and clues dropped in
along the way as to what we may see in the future development of the series.You have support
characters who appear to have baggage, one linked to the church and a "normal" (for now?)
best friend. The book ends with you wanting more of Callie, more of Nate and wondering what
sort of a crazy ride we are in for from lots of cross over potential.If you read Nate Temple then
you need to read this - if you haven't read either set yet, them i'm jealous because you are in for
one great crazy funny sarcastic ride.”

N. Fallon, “Great sense of humour, strong when she needs to be. I initially came to this book after
reading the Nate Temple series but, although Nate Temple also features in this book, you don't
need to have read them first. Callie is a great main character having a great sense of humour
and whilst being able to be strong when she has to combines this with a strong moral compass
and passionate loyalty. I'm already awaiting the next book in the series with eager anticipation.”
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